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Note on the Special Sine Series

By TAKESHI KANO
Department of Mathematics, Faculty of Science,

Shinshu University
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This is a simple and additional note to my reserch paper [4] with a view of explaining
how we can attacl< actual problems of this field. All results stated here seem to have been
escaped before as far as I am concerned.

g 1 Let us consider for example the behaviour of the series

oo‑
sln nx

S(X)=,=,.,, .(.) (1)

where z(n) denotes, as usual in number theory, the number of primes not exceeding
n.

Since rr(n) is monotonely increasing with n and we know the so‑called Cheby‑
shov estimate

Al.gn gT(n) S;B loZ., (2)
we see that

tep‑2ni(nT<OO,
and hence it follows that (1) is a Fourier series of s(x) which is integrable [1] [2]
[3] [7].

If we are going to apply directly the known theorem of Salem ([1] vol. II,
[5])in purpose to estimates(x) near x := O, we encounter the defect that it demands

the convexity of

x(n)

which both do not hold. But if
1n
z(n)

and the monotonity of

we assume the Prime Number Theorem with remainder term, i.e.

rr(n)= I.Z. +O( (1,g".), ), (vd>1) (3)
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we can then obtain as x‑‑ O"

'

11 s(x) h‑<‑ D log ., (4)
Ciog‑. :ill
'

by Salem's theorem.

g 2 Now let us investigate more generally the following sine series

co

Xb. sin nx, (O <lxiS. rr) (5)

n==1
with b. JO as n. oo.

For the series of this type we can prove the more general theorems below
than that of Salem.
Theorema 1 There exists a Positive absolute constant ci indePendent of both n and
x such that for the Partial szam S.(x) of (5),

ls.(x)1$ IC.il b(1.Xl)･
Provided that

Z nk bk = O(n2b.),

le‑1
or nb. = O(1).

Theorem 2 if b. is convex, then we have for the sum f(x) of (5),

f(x)2 C.2 b(:), (O<x;S; x)
where c2 is a Positive constant.

The proof of Theorem 1 is easily obtained if we take care for the process of

[1] vol. Ip.91, but on the contrary that of Theorem 2 seems to be not so easy
and in fact it is a consequence of the following more general theorem [4] of
which the proof depends on the we].l‑known van der Corput's lemma [5] [7].
Theorem3 We have for O<x=<.‑u rr,

z sip(xu) du + O(1).
f(x) :;{ lX b(u)
o
if moreover b. is convex, then we have for O<x$n,
' f(x) ‑r>" t."‑i b(u) sin(xu) du + o(i).

o

'
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Thus we obtain (4) from Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 assuming only (2) instead
of (3). Another direct consequence of them is the following
Theorem 4 lf b. is convex the necessary and sufiicient condition that f(x) should

be bounded from above is
bn =:= O('li‑)'

and hence we know this is equivalent to the uniform boundedness of S.(x).

Finally we remark that on assuming (3) and the classical result of
([6] p. 250) which is connected

Kummer

with Gamma Function we may reach the best

estimate for (1), but the detail will be left to the reader.
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